Acoustic reciprocity theorems have proved their usefulness in the study of forward and inverse scattering problems. The reciprocity theorems in the literature apply to the two-way (i.e. total) wavefield, and are thus not compatible with one-way wave theory, which is often applied in seismic exploration. By transforming the two-way wave equation into a coupled system of one-way wave equations for downgoing and upgoing waves it appears to be possible to derive 'one-way reciprocity theorems' along the same lines as the usual derivation of the 'two-way reciprocity theorems'. However, for the one-way reciprocity theorems it is not directly obvious that the 'contrast term' vanishes when the medium parameters in the two different states are identical. By introducing a modal expansion of the Helmholtz operator, its square root can be derived, which appears to have a symmetric kernel. This symmetry property appears to be sufficient to let the contrast term vanish in the above-mentioned situation.
INTRODUCTION
An acoustic reciprocity theorem relates the sources and wavefields in two admissable acoustic states in the same domain. It can be obtained by inserting the acoustic wave equation into an extended version of Green's theorem (Rayleigh 1878; Morse & Feshbach 1953) . In the modern literature, reciprocity theorems also account for possible differences between the medium parameters in the two states (de Hoop 1988) .
It is possible to distinguish between convolution-type and correlation-type reciprocity theorems (Bojarski 1983 ). These two types of reciprocity theorems have proved their usefulness in the study of forward and inverse scattering problems, respectively. An extensive overview of reciprocity and its applications in seismics is given by Fokkema & van den Berg (1993) .
In the cited references the reciprocity theorems apply to the two-way (i.e. total) wavefield. Therefore in this paper we refer to these theorems as 'two-way reciprocity theorems'. Obviously, these two-way reciprocity theorems are not compatible with one-way wave theory. The latter theory is particularly suited for those acoustic disciplines in which there is a clear preferred direction of propagation, such as in seismic exploration, where the vertical direction is the preferred propagation direction. For this situation the coupled one-way wave equations distinguish explicitly between downward and upward propagation. The transformation from downward-to upward-propagating waves is described by a separate reflection operator, which is proportional to the vertical variations of the medium parameters. Note that in the seismic situation these vertical variations (due to layering) are much more pronounced than the horizontal variations. This explains why one-way wave theory is so well suited to seismic applications. For a recent discussion on reflection imaging based on this concept, see Berkhout & Wapenaar (1993) .
In this paper we derive reciprocity theorems of the convolution type and of the correlation type for acoustic oneway wavefields. These reciprocity theorems honour the natural separation between propagation and scattering in the one-way wave equations. They form an alternative basis for the study of forward and inverse scattering problems. In particular, they allow new data representations. In a companion paper ; hereafter referred to as Paper B) we will derive, amongst others, a 3-D generalized primary representation, which appears to be very useful in the study of forward and inverse scattering problems in continuous 3-D finely layered media.
THE TWO-WAY WAVE EQUATION
In this section we give the basic equations for an acoustic wavefield in a lossless inhomogeneous fluid medium. The medium parameters are infinitely differentiable functions of position, and time-invariant. The Cartesian position coordinates are denoted by the vector x = (xl, x,, x,) and the x,-axis is pointing downwards. The time coordinate is denoted by t. The Fourier transform with respect to time of a real function is defined as where and its inverse as
where j is the imaginary unit and w denotes the angular frequency. Note that we consider positive frequencies only. In the remainder of this paper, all functions are in the frequency domain; the a-dependence is not explicitly denoted.
In the space-frequency domain, the equations that govern linear acoustic wave propagation read
where P is the acoustic pressure, V, is the particle velocity, e is the volume density of mass, K is the compression modulus, F , is the volume source density of volume force, and Q is the volume source density of volume injection rate. The Latin subscripts take the values 1 to 3 and the summation convention applies to repeated subscripts.
Throughout this paper the direction of preference is taken along the x,-axis. It is thus useful to express the vertical variations of the wavefield in terms of the horizontal variations of the same wavefield. To this end we separate the vertical derivatives a3P and a, V, from the horizontal derivatives, and we eliminate V, and V,. The resulting two equations for P and V, are combined into one matrix-vector equation, according to We refer to this as the two-way waoe equation. The two-way wave vector Q and the two-way source vector D are defined as Greek subscripts take the values 1 and 2. The two-way operator matrix A is defined as (7) and where c = (K/@)'/' denotes the acoustic propagation velocity. The circumflex denotes an operator containing the horizontal differentiation operators a, and a,. For later convenience we introduce a modified operator $ , , according to 2, = @-1'2(fi2@1'2. 1, 
THE ONE-WAY WAVE EQUATION
We introduce a one-way wave vector P and a one-way source vector S, according to and S = ( i r ) .
-jwli where P+ and P -represent downgoing and upgoing waves, respectively, and where Sf and S -represent source functions for downgoing and upgoing waves, respectively. We relate the one-way wave and source vectors to the two-way vectors, according to
Substitution of eqs (13) and (23) into the two-way wave equation (5) yields the one-way wave equation
where the one-way operator matrix B is defined as variations are much more important than the horizontal variations. Therefore, in the remainder of this paper 'scattering' denotes 'scattering due to the vertical variations'. The explicit distinction between propagation and scattering is an important advantage of the one-way wave equation (24) over the two-way wave equation (5). This property is exploited in Paper B in the derivation of the one-way primary representation and the one-way generalized primary representation.
RECIPROCITY THEOREM OF THE CONVOLUTION TYPE
The aim of this section is to derive a reciprocity theorem of the convolution type for one-way wavefields. In principle, two approaches can be followed. One can start with the reciprocity theorem for two-way wavefields and apply a decomposition to the wavefields appearing in this theorem. Alternatively, one can start with the one-way wave equation and derive the one-way reciprocity theorem along the same lines as de Hoop (1988) and Fokkema & van den Berg (1993) use in their derivation of the two-way reciprocity theorem. We used the former approach previously in the derivation of one-way Kirchhoff integrals . In the present paper we will use the latter approach because it appears to yield more general results.
In Table 2 we introduce two different states that are distinguished by the subscripts A and B. We will consider the interaction between downgoing waves in one state and upgoing waves in the other and vice versa ( where denotes transposition and
Using the one-way wave equation (24), this interaction quantity can be rewritten as
In this notation the transposed operator 6 : acts upon the quantity left of it, i.e., on Pi. In analogy with de Hoop (1988),
we call this a local reciprocity theorem. Next we integrate both sides of this equation over some volume to obtain a global reciprocity theorem. Since we have defined the direction of preference along the x,-axis, a natural choice is a volume "Y-, enclosed by two infinite parallel surfaces perpendicular to the x,-axis, see Fig. 2 . These surfaces need not be physical boundaries.
The combination of these surfaces will be denoted by aY and the outward-pointing normal vector by n = (0, 0, n3), with n3 = -1 at the upper surface and n3 = + 1 at the lower surface.
Carrying out the volume integrations and applying Gauss's theorem yields
where the contrast function 8 is given by and xH = (xi, x2) denotes the horizontal coordinates. Note that this global reciprocity theorem has the usual form of a boundary integral over the interaction quantity on one side and volume integrals containing a contrast function and sources on the other side. The main difference with respect to two-way reciprocity theorems (de Hoop 1988; Fokkema & van den Berg 1993) is that here the wavefields are one-way wavefields and that the contrast function is actually a contrast operator. Moreover, it is not directly obvious that the volume integral over this contrast operator vanishes when the medium parameters in state A and state B are identical. In the following sections we will show step by step that the contrast operator 8 is equivalent to 6 = 6, -8,. It is clear that in this form the first volume integral in eq. (31) indeed vanishes when the medium parameters in state A and state B are identical.
SYMMETRY PROPERTIES O F THE BASIC OPERATORS
In order to modify the contrast operator 8 it is necessary to derive symmetry properties of the one-way operator 6. All entries in B are related in one way or other to the square-root operator J& which, in turn, is related to the Helmholtz operator according to 22 = Yk121. In this section we analyse the symmetry properties of the kernels of these scalar operators. In the next section we derive the symmetry properties of the kernel of the operator matrix 6.
We start our analysis by deriving a modal expansion of the Helmholtz operator 22 as defined in eq. (10). We introduce the wavenumber k(x) = w/c'(x) and we assume that k2(x) -k&) [where k,(x3) is the wavenumber for the homogeneous embedding at x3] has finite lateral support at depth level xj. We can thus rewrite the Helmholtz operator as
The term between the rectangular brackets has the form of a 2-D Hamiltonian, which plays an important role in nonrelativistic quantum mechanics. In the following analysis of Y& we will lean upon the well-developed theory of the Hamiltonian. The x,-dependence is irrelevant for this analysis.
For notational convenience we omit x3 in the remainder of this section.
We introduce an eigenvalue 1 and the corresponding 2-D eigenfunction 4, according to &# =,I#. 
(35)
All that actually matters for our analysis is that this spectrum is real-valued. Therefore we skip its derivation. We only remark that it can be obtained by mirroring the spectrum of the Hamiltonian around the origin and shifting it to the right over a distance k:. As a result we find that udiscr ( correspond to propagating and evanescent wave modes, respectively. The discrete eigenvalues correspond to guided modes; they vanish in a laterally homogeneous medium. For a more elaborate discussion on the modal decomposition of wavefields the reader is referred to Blok (1995) and Grimbergen, Wapenaar & Dessing (1996) .
As a result of the spectral theorem for self-adjoint operators (Reed & Simon 1972; Weidman 1980) , the eigenfunctions 4 of & constitute a complete orthonormal basis in 2-D space. This means that we can expand an arbitrary function F(xH) in the chosen subspace in terms of these eigenfunctions, according to (Reed & Simon 1979 ; Section XI.6):
adisor where K = ( K~, icZ) denotes a vector which relates the eigenfunctions 4(xH, K) to the corresponding eigenvalues in the continuous spectrum via
In eq. (36), the first term on the right-hand side is understood in the distribution sense (analogous to a Fourier transformation). The expansion coefficients F(K) and FCi) can be seen as a representation of F(xH) in the modal domain, which is defined as the space constituted by the eigenfunctions of .A?z. The transformation to this domain is given by can be chosen to be either complex-or real-valued. We discuss these choices for a laterally invariant medium. For this situation we obtain
respectively. With the former choice, eqs (36) and (38) represent, respectively, inverse and forward 2-D spatial Fourier transformations. With the latter choice they represent inverse and forward 2-D spatial Hartley transformations (Bracewell 1986) . We return to the situation of laterally variant media. The modal expansion of &z is now obtained by applying 22 to the left-and right-hand sides of eq. (36), which yields (using eq. 34)
2Z(XH)F(XH)

= jRz l(K)d(xH, K)F(K) dZK
$-
A i ( b ( i ) ( x H ) F ( i ) .
(42) #discr Upon substitution of eqs (38) and (39) (with xH replaced by xk), we obtain
2Z(XH)F(XH)=
IRz %(xH; xh)F(xh) d2XH, 
The kernels Ye, and Xl are related to each other, according to X~(X,; xH) = X~( X H ; x$)%~(x$; xL) d3&.
L From eqs (44) and (46) 
Ym(A1/') < 0 for A < 0 (evanescent wave modes),
where 3 
Figure4. Spectrum of the square-root operator plane.
in the complex and 21(xk;xH)=sl(xH;xk).
This is most easily seen if we choose the eigenfunctions &xH, K) real-valued [if we choose complex-valued eigenfunctions, we need to make use of the symmetry properties is not self-adjoint since its spectrum is not real-valued. However, the symmetry property (51) of the kernel .Ye, will turn out to be sufficient for the modification of the contrast operator in the reciprocity theorem (31). For notational convenience we have dropped x3 throughout this section. Of course the symmetry relations (SO), (51) , (57) and (58) apply for any x,. In the remainder of this paper we include x, again in the notation, according to *z(xL, x3; XH) = 22(xH, x3; xh), etc.
S Y M M E T R Y PROPERTIES O F THE O N E -W A Y W A V E EQUATION
We use the results of the previous section to derive the symmetry properties of the acoustic one-way wave equation. To this end, we rewrite eq. (24) as follows:
and O(XH, x,; xL)= -Linv(xH, ~3 ; xh)a,L(x&, x,; xL) d2Xh.
s, ,
Here LinV denotes the kernel of the inverse operator i-'. L' "' is related to L according to where 6(xH) = 6(xl)6(x,) and I is the 2 x 2 identity matrix. On account of eqs (14), (15), (18), (51), (57) and (58) we find the following symmetry properties for A and L:
and LT(xL, x,; xH) = -NLinv(xH, x,; x',)N-'.
To derive the symmetry property of 0 we first transpose both sides of eq. (61) 
where 0 is the 2 x 2 null matrix. Applying the product rule for differentiation to eq. (67), using the result in eq. (66) and comparing the resulting expression for OT(xL, x3; xH) with eq. (61) yields OT(xL, x,; xH)= -NO(xH, x,; xL)N-'.
To derive the symmetry property of 6 we first note that, due to the special structure of A, its symmetry property (63) can be replaced by AT(xL, ~3 ; xH) = -NA(xH, ~3 ;
Hence, on account of eqs (60), (68) and (69) we now easily find
RECIPROCITY THEOREM OF THE CONVOLUTION TYPE: REVISITED
Using the kernel notation introduced in the previous sections we can rewrite the local reciprocity theorem (30) as follows: 
Note that the symmetry relation (70) is not sufficient to let the integrals cancel when the medium parameters in state A and state B are identical. Therefore we integrate eq. (71) 
Since B, and BE in eq. (74) In Paper B we derive several one-way representations from reciprocity theorem (31). Here we consider a special situation, to illustrate a fundamental property of one-way wavefields. Consider Fig.2 and assume that outside Y the medium is homogeneous and source-free in both states. Then, at the upper surface there are no downgoing waves ( P i = PJ = 0) and at the lower surface there are no upgoing waves (Pa = P i = 0). Hence, the interaction quantity (27) vanishes at aY, and, consequently, the boundary integral in eq. (31) vanishes. Furthermore, assume that the medium parameters in Y are identical in both states. Then the first volume integral on the right-hand side of eq. (31) also vanishes. Finally, assume that the one-way sources in both states are point sources in Y at x A and xB, respectively. Hence S(x,)S(x,)S(x,) .
Reciprocity theorem (3 1) thus yields 
P~(xB)NSB,O(xB)
see Fig. 5 . For this situation we conclude that the one-way sources for downgoing waves and the one-way receivers for upgoing waves are interchangeable. Note that three other situations could be considered that lead to comparable conclusions,
RECIPROCITY THEOREM O F THE CORRELATION TYPE
We derive a reciprocity theorem of the correlation type for one-way wavefields. Again we consider the interaction between downgoing waves in one state and upgoing waves in the other and vice versa. However, this time we use the property that complex conjugation of a wavefield changes its propagation direction from downgoing to upgoing and vice versa (Fig. 6) . To be more specific, we consider the interaction quantity a3 { ( P i )*P,' -( P i ) * P i } .
(80)
To simplify the notation, we rewrite this interaction quantity 
Here the complex conjugate transposed operator Bf acts upon the quantity to the left of it, i.e. on P?. We could modify this contrast operator in a similar way to that described in the previous sections if the kernel of the square-root operator obeyed the symmetry relation *:(xL, x,; xH) = zl(xH, x3; XL). 
In Paper B we use reciprocity theorem (83), with the contrast function defined in eq. (89), to derive approximate but stable inverse propagators for one-way wavefields in arbitrary inhomogeneous media. The stability of these inverse propagators arises from the fact that the 'erroneously handled' evanescent wave modes are suppressed instead of amplified.
EXTENSION TO THE ELASTODYNAMIC SITUATION
For the elastodynamic situation, the derivation of one-way reciprocity theorems (with vanishing contrast operators when the medium parameters in both states are identical) is quite involved. Therefore we only derive the conditions that should be posed to the (non-unique) decomposition of the elastodynamic two-way operator such that reciprocity theorems of the form of eqs (31) and (83) hold true for the elastodynamic situation. Starting with the basic equations, it is possible to derive a two-way wave equation of the form of eq. (5) for arbitrary inhomogeneous anisotropic media, in which Q is a 6 x 1 twoway wave vector containing the 3 x 1 traction and particle velocity vectors, D is a 6 x 1 two-way source vector and A a 6 x 6 two-way operator matrix (Woodhouse 1974; . We assume that A can be decomposed analogously to eq. (13), hence A : -jc&L-'. In general the 6 x 6 vertical slowness operator A will not be purely diagonal, but it will have a block-diagonal structure, according to where 0 i s a 3 x 3 nul! matrix. The off-diagonal elements in the 3 x 3 submatrices A + and -k account for wave conversion due to the lateral variations of the medium parameters.
Moreover, in general A+ will be different from A-due to the absence of up/down symmetry in arbitrary anisotropic media.
With this decomposition, a one-way wave equation of the form of eq. (24) is obtained, in which B is a 6 x 6 one-way operator matrix and P is a 6 x 1 one-way wave vector containing 3 x 1 downgoing and upgoing wave vectors, according to
Here @*, Y' and Y ' represent the (flux-normalized) downgoing and upgoing quasi-P, quasi-S1 and quasi-S2 waves, respectively. A similar subdivision applies for the 6 x 1 one-way source vector S.
We introduce an interaction quantity of the form of eq. (28), with N a 6 x 6 matrix containing two 3 x 3 null matrices and two 3 x 3 identity matrices, analogous to eq. (29). Local and global reciprocity theorems of the form of eqs (30) and (31) are thus obtained, with the contrast operator A, as defined in eq. (32). We derive the conditions for the modific:tio? of this contrast operator into the more suitable form A = Be -B A .
To this end, the kernel A(~H,xg;x;i) of operator A(x) is introduced via A(x)F(xH) = JRz A(xH, x3; xL) F(xL)d2xL, This result is consistent with eqs (94) and (95) if L and A satisfy symmetry relations of the form of eqs (64) and (69). Finally, if these symmetry relations apply, then in a similar way to the acoustic situation, we find that the contrast operator 6 obtains the desired form 6 = B, -8,.
Similarly, if L and A satisfy the symmetry relations of the form of eqs (87) and (86) as well, then the reciprocity theorem of the correlation type (83) also holds true, with 6 z B, -B,.
We conclude this section by demonstrating the validity of the symmetry relation (69) for A for the special case of a laterally invariant arbitrary anisotropic medium. In this case we can express A(xH, x,; x;1) via an inverse Fourier transformation as where p = ( p l , p 2 ) , p1 and p z being the horizontal slownesses, and where A(P,x,)=diag(q,f,q,:,q,:,'-q;, 
CONCLUSIONS
We have derived reciprocity theorems of the convolution type (eq. 31) and of the correlation type (eq. 83), both for acoustic one-way wavefields. The former theorem is exact, the latter ignores evanescent waves. It has been shown that theorems of the same form also apply to the elastodynamic situation, provided that the decomposition of the elastodynamic twoway operator matrix can be done in such a way that the elastodynamic one-way operator kernels satisfy symmetry relations that have the same form as those for the acoustic one-way operator kernels (eqs 64, 69, 86 and 87). The contrast function in both reciprocity theorems is defined in terms of the one-way operator matrices B, and B,. These operators distinguish explicitly between propagation (downward/upward) and scattering (reflection/transmission). This property can be exploited in the analysis of forward and inverse scattering problems for which there is a clear preferred direction of propagation. In particular, the reciprocity theorem of the convolution type (31) will be used in Paper B as the basis for the derivation of several one-way representations of seismic data. In these representations, propagation and scattering are naturally separated. The reciprocity theorem of the correlation type (83) will be used in Paper B as the basis for the derivation of stable inverse propagators for downgoing and upgoing waves. These inverse propagators are the basis for a true amplitude seismic reflection imaging technique that fully accounts for the scattering losses due to fine-layering.
